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Disabled Photographers
And Finally…

Awards Photos

Guest judge John Haines and Chairman Clive Haynes presenting the Show and Club awards last Tuesday.
Photos by John Burrows DPAGB
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2015-16 Awards
Thanks to Eric for being very organised and sending this in before his travels! Here is the full list of award
winners for this season.

Jenny Rees Mann sent in this vibrant picture, saying:Paul’s newly acquired glass Contemporary Trophy
Man, when illuminated by a lamp, appeared to be
peering with disbelief at the Spring Weather outside!
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Drakelow Tunnels Photo-trip
As you may know, we have had a bit of a saga getting a reply about our proposed trip but we have success!
The information I've now had is rather different from the verbal briefing, so here is the latest... I am still
awaiting some confirmations.
The price is rather higher than originally indicated, at £25 per person, (pay on the night) and the only date
we have been offered from the options is the 17th May. However, the price covers up to 4 hours in the tunnels
with lighting throughout (ordinary tunnel lighting - bring your own photographic lighting/gels if you wish).
(For comparison, the Discovery tour on 2nd April of 2.5 hours cost £20, butwe shall have up to four hours,
and no tripods are allowed on ordinary tours but are allowed on this).
I suggest a slightly earlier than club night start at 6.30 pm with a projected 10.00ish finish, leaving a bit of
leeway for any overrun).
We do now have the minimum group size of 8 but there are some places still available (maximum 16) and we
have a number of people interested in a possible July date, so please let me know as soon as possible if you
wish to come on 17th May (first come, first served) or if you wish to be the potential July list.
Ruth
Paul Dewdney has kindly offered up to 4 spare places in his car (from Worcester). Contact Paul if interested.

Club Exhibitions
Newer members may not be aware that we have regular longer-term exhibitions. If you haven’t exhibited with
us before (or even if you have!) why not get some prints ready for the next refresh at CrownGate or the Swan
Theatre. Contact Paul Mann for further information.
In the meantime, here are a few pictures from Tessa and Clive of the recent Swan Theatre hanging. Thanks
as ever to the team of helpers.

Tessa Mills FRPS
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Swan Theatre
Exhibition
(Cont)

Tessa Mills FRPS

Clive Haynes FRPS

Harry, Alan, Paul D, Clive, Gill, Paul M, Richard & Tessa
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Members’ Pictures
Martin Addison and Malcolm Haynes
have sent some pictures from Sunday’s
Bluebell walk at Shrawley Woods. Here
are Martin’s…

Martin Addison FRPS
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…and here are two of Malcolm’s Shrawley Wood
Impressions

Malcolm Haynes

At the AV group last week, Peter Russell showed a piece featuring the Flying Scotsman at Pickering. Here are
a couple of the iconic train that I requested, and a rather nice bonus picture of the Cutty Sark!
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Members’ News
You may recall some time ago Stewart Bourne had half a dozen pictures
accepted for The Photographic Angle Monochrome exhibition. TPA organises
free pop-up exhibitions in a range of unusual venues around the country. They
print the successful submissions in large format.
We went to see the first of the Monochrome exhibitions at Swindon and found
that 4 of Stewart’s pictures were in this industrial unit venue. (TPA varies the
exhibition content across the different venues, so you don’t necessarily know
which pictures are going to be where!)
We were impressed by the variety and quality of the images and the scale of
the exhibition. If you’re down that way do pop in, (on until Wednesday 4th May)
or it’s coming to Birmingham 7th - 11th May 10am-3pm daily at Fountain Court, Steel House Lane, B4 6DR. It
will also be at three London venues over the summer and a number of other venues. Download the latest TPA
full exhibition listing here.
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Diary
What’s on, exhibitions to go and see, photo-opportunities... Please send in events of interest.

TPA Monochrome exhibition 7 - 11 May (10am - 3pm) Fountain Court, SteelHouse Lane, B4 6DR.
Photo-opps… 7 May 2-4pm Jewellery Quarter heritage walk, Birmingham. £6
7 & 8 May 40s weekend, Castle Bromwich. Spitfire flypast on Saturday, weather permitting.

Competitions & Exhibitions
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Why not submit your pictures on the theme of Creativity to The Photographic Angle?
(See previous page, Members’ News)
Artrix Summer Exhibition closes 6th May (electronic only initially so there’s time!).
Cotswold Salon (mono) closes 11th May and Alba (DPI) closes 21st May. Both are BPE.

The Disabled Photographers’ Society
A trustee of the DPS has been in touch to alert us to the work of this charity which helps make photography
accessible to those with disabilities. You may know someone who would benefit from their help, or might be
interested in joining yourself. If you have any unwanted photography equipment or books, donations are
welcome - email the Chairman. They are also pleased to have news of exhibitions as members in the area
may wish to come along. You can also find DPS on Facebook.

And finally…. Sign of the Times?
Martin
Addison
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